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Feature Article....by: Ed – AD7GR
www.edlinko.net

My first hand crafted radio telegrapher's key is completed!...
I have always enjoyed building things and a dream I've had for many years has been to
design and build my own telegrapher's keys. I have finally realized that dream in the
completion of my first homebrew key. It is a Single Lever Paddle / Sideswiper utilizing
magnetic repulsion for lever centering and tension, silver contacts and a ball bearing lever
pivot. The action is smooth, gentle and very quiet.

Building the lever fulcrum assembly with Tommy-bar
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Silver contacts added and done

Free Tech Books!! It was news to me, but check out:
http://www.101freetechbooks.com/how-to.aspx
Via WØEB .....DARPA-Funded Radio HackRF Aims To Be A $300 Wireless Swiss
Army Knife for Hackers:
http://tinyurl.com/8wsabee

Via MFJ Radios Group......OLDER VERSIONS of the MFJ-94xx series SSB rigs.
MUST HAVE the older Motorola MRF477 final, not the newer 2SC3133 final. There is a
company now selling real mrf477. Look up HG-MRF477.
These are also made in China but are high quality new transistors made to replace the old
mrf477. You can upgrade any MFJ-9420 at little cost.
This assumes you want the old version just because it has the 477. The HG-477 is a high
quality part that will equal or outperform the Motorola transistor.
--
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The Paperclip Dipole..by: Mark – MØVST
http://www.m0vst.co.uk and his blog.
HI all
Well... its put together but its not in the air yet! I'm not sure how it will perform but isn't
that all part of the fun of amateur radio?
Here are the specs.
Its taken 1212 paper clips to make a 40,000mm chain with an overall weight of 538g. The
overall dipole will not be 40 metres wide so I imagine I will be taking some of the clips off to
adjust for the lowest SWR. First strength tests seem ok, I've dangled over 500 grams from a
10 link chain to see if the clips opened and failed, so far so good. This antenna will probably
only last a week or so if you hear me on the bands give me a call and ask if its this antenna
in use. There will be a special QSL card for those I work on this antenna. Fingers crossed I
will get this antenna up in the air tomorrow if the weather allows.
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Well after lots of clipping together paperclips for experiment I can say "it worked"!
It wasn't a fantastic performer but did very well with the little power I was prepared to try
it with (20 watts). I have received lots of questions regarding this experiment.
But why? Well.. I really just wanted to know if it was possible, I've heard a few hams over
the years say to weak stations "are you using a paperclip for an antenna?" Is that a
ridiculous question or was it a rhetorical question?
Well, that weak station might have actually been using some paperclips or some such
makeshift dipole! It also shows newcomers to the hobby that practically anything could be
used as elements, you don't need to go out and buy antennas when you can make them.
Making that contact, maybe a rare DX station is so much better when its on something
you've made yourself. It was a fun antenna to play about with, it couldn't get much simpler.
Have fun experimenting. A huge thanks to all that have watched the results.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TMPDa8aPFqM&feature=player_embedded
73 de Mark - M0VST
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2nd Feature Article....by: Ed – AD7GR
www.edlinko.net

My take on the famous Amplidan straight key

Modeled after the acclaimed Danish Amplidan marine key. This long lever straight key
uses ball race bearings, silver contacts and has the feel and action that is highly sought
after. An excellent handling key for CW operators and a joy for me to build.
This is a series of photos showing my GR-AMP-1 long lever straight key in the making.
It is not a how-to or plan but I hope you can see that it is a fairly simple project.

Checking for placement and alignment......and this time with more of my parts
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I just had to make a QSL card of this key!
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Build It !!!

Bench Supply ........ by RC – KC5WA
WH7DA gave me the idea for a bench supply. I wanted more than 12VDC. I also
wished to have 5VDC so when I was given an ATX 250 watt computer power supply.
My intent was to modify it for use as a bench supply.

After opening the case I found several bundles of wires attached to the circuit board.
A grouping of orange wires labeled +3.3VDC. A group of red wires labeled +5VDC. A
group of Black wires labeled "GRD". A group of
Yellow wires that I could not read the marking on the PCB as the spacing was to tight
measurement determined that group was +12 VDC. There was also single wires of
Blue, Gray, Brown and Green. The Green wire was connected
to a black wire to turn the power supply "ON". The Blue, Gray and Brown wires were
trimed and the stubs were sealed with heat shrink to isolate them. Two each of
Orange, Yellow and Red tied together to increase the current carrying ability. Six
black wires were also selected to pair up with the color set for ground return.

An Anderson Power Pole connector of Yellow/Black was set for the +3.3 VDC Set
An Anderson Power Pole connector of Green/Black was set for the +5 VDC Set
An Anderson Power Pole connector of Red/Black was set for the +12.3 VDC Set
It states on the label "+5v & +12v SHALL NOT EXCEED 218w." NOW 218/12=18.16a But I would
keep it under 10Amps as I'm not a very trusting sole"
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Guest Article from Stephen – VK2RH
(editor’s note.....Stephen has allowed us to publish is webpage on the very
interesting KGD Antenna. It is language translated)

The KGD Antenna
This is where I’ll work on the information available about the KGD Antenna. The centre
coil form apparently used to be sold as a kit by QRP projects in Germany.
All this information is sourced from their site. (Here is their English translation of the
main page – the pdf manual is not translated AFAIK).
To simplify the process – I hope – I’ve tried generating a rough first pass translation via
Yahoo’s Babelfish site. I’ll work on that as time permits.
Just like a segment a week or so ago on the ABC TV Music Quiz show ‘Spicks ‘n’
Specks’ where contestants had to guess the song after the lyrics were translated into
Japanese and back again, these translations may be more hilarious than informative, but
it’s a start…
The part following this English page re-write is sourced from the copy on the main web
page. There is some overlap with the pdf file also translated later on this page:
——
lightly edited English translated page:
Lots of hams are not able to install a standard antenna. Some German
QRPers designed the KGD – that’s a German nickname for a ‘very short
dipole’, that can help these friends because it’s really small but very
efficient.
The 40 metre version of the KGD is only about 150cm long. The dipole is
made from two 20mm diameter aluminum tubes and two 18mm diameter
coils.
The middle of the KGD is made from polyamide. The coils are wound with
0.8 mm enameled wire. To match the 50 ohm coax impedance, we use a
capacitor rated at 6 kV.
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(This diagram shows the dimensions of the turned centre coli former. It’s
intended to hold aluminum tubes of 18mm internal diameter – presumably
so their outer edge lines up with the end of the coil space.)
There are short tuning rods at both ends of the KGD. Tuning is very
reproducible. We tested ten KGD 40m antennas and they all tuned up
within +/- 5 kHz of the same frequency. Bandwidth for VSWR 2 is about 45
kHz at 40m
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We used RG58 coax to feed the KGD. Our special mast to antenna holder
is designed to enable horizontal or vertical mounting on a fishing pole. If
the KGD is mounted vertically, the coax must be attached at a 90 degree
angle for at least one metre.
The QRP project KGD is limited for 100 Watt RF power maximum
We ship KGD kits from stock. The coils are pre-wound and the capacitor
installed. You only need to add the tubes and the coax.
WARNING:
Take care that no one can touch the KGD during transmit. Even with five
watts there are extremely high voltages at the dipole.
The KGD is not longer available.
KGD – Short ‘sawn-off’ dipole
Drawing on recently published material a small DL-QRp-AG working group developed
an antenna for those with restrictions on what they can erect. We call this antenna
the KGD = (K) urz (G) eratener (D) ipol or Short ‘sawn-off’ dipole
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The 40m band version of the KGD antenna is exactly 150 cm long (4ft 11in)and 2 cm
(3/4in) diameter. The special feature of the KGD is that it is incredibly immune to the
environment, and it performs well. Essentially it’s a system with two series resonant
circuits and a tube (?) capacitor. With a transmit power of just 3 watts fed to the antenna,
a voltage tester 10cm away glows like a Christmas tree. In practical testing there was
barely an S-point difference with the G5RV on the other side of the house.
The KGD was originally launched in two forms: a simple homebrew version and a kit.
This data here outlines the simple homebrew version and there used to be a kit available
with the turned centre section made from Polyamide, with ready-wound coils and the
pipes prepared and cut to length. So there used to be a choice to build the KGD
completely or buy the kit. The kit is no longer available.
The coil form of the QRPproject version was made of Polyamide. The spaces on the left
and right were supplied pre-wound with 0.8mm diameter (18 awg /21 swg) copper wire.
A fixed capacitor was inserted to match the cable impedance to the feedpoint resistance
of 20 ohms. The OMs tried to couple the 2:1 balun directly without a fixed capacitor, and
likewise coupling with condenser and using a 1:1 balun was quite successful.
The centre section of the KGD can be made weatherproof by covering it with a heat
shrink sleeve. If the KGD is to be installed outside permanently, we recommend
enclosing the centre section in a plastic tube.
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There are tuning rods at both ends of the dipole. They can be adjusted to balance out any
possible environmental effects. On the most critical band – 40m – all the KGD antennas
tested so far were able to be tuned in each band segment. The range between the points
where SWR was 2:1 was about 45 kHz.
RG58 coax is used to feed the antenna. The mast support (KGD-MH) was arranged so
that the dipole could be fastened horizontally or vertically to a mast or a fishing rod, or it
could even be screwed to to a roof slat. When mounted vertically the coax cable must be
led away from the dipole at 90 degrees for a metre or two.
The KGD from QRPproject can handle up to 100 Watts, but as staunch QRPers we
consider this a waste of energy
If the resonant frequency is below the respective band, then the antenna is tuned by
unwinding a turns. NOTE: Always remove only one turn from each side at the same time
and measure again.

Pipe length for each
side
80m (no kit!) 160cm (20mm ID)

40m

30m

20m

17m

Turns 0,8mm copper
wire per side
258 turns close wound
on 20mm core,
adjustment with
coupling coil

70cm (18mm ID)

114 turns close wound
on 18.5 mm core
adjustment also with
tap with 1,5 Wdg or
condenser 470pF

50cm (18mm ID)

71 turns close wound
to 18.5 mm core
adjustment with
condenser 330pF

35cm (18mm ID)

47 turns close wound
on 18.5 mm core
adjustment with
condenser 220pF

30cm (18mm ID)

35 turns close wound
on 18.5 mm core
adjustment with
condenser 220pF
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Please note: production of the KGD has ceased. The only option available now is to build
it yourself. This is the copy appearing in the pdf at the ‘Baumappe’ link at
http://www.qrpproject.de/Media/pdf/kgdmanual.pdf.

Inexpensive shortwave receivers.....WØIS webpage sure gives you and idea of what is
available. http://www.w0is.com/miscpages/cheapSW.html
Amateur Radio's history now exceeds 100 years, with the first recorded QSO having taken place
on March 18, 1909. Unfortunately, the original Old Timers and the original Elmers are gone, and
consequently a part of Ham Radio slowly continues to fade.
Please help to preserve Ham Radio's history and participate in the discovery of some of our lost
origins. Share what you know.

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/Ham-Radio-History/
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A portable QRP station...the NC40A
from Wilderness Radio....by George – KJ6VU
http://www.qsl.net/kj6vu/

The top box is the NC-40A and the bottom box is a homebrew power supply / battery box
for portable operation.

The battery box has a built-in solar charge controller and two 12v 1.2 AH gel cells. The
solar panel folds open to deliver 12v at 600 ma or 24v at 300 ma.
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Solar panel closed. Ready for transport...Inside view of the completed NC-40A

Internal view of the battery box. Gel cells are on either side, the charge
controller is located in the middle. Two meters show input / output voltage
and current. The little transformer at the back is for an internal AC power
supply that is not yet complete. The bridge & filter caps are not yet
installed... and using the computer AC adaptor works so well, it may never
get installed.
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Schematic diagram of the battery box. The input is either the solar panel or my laptop
charger when operating from the hotel. The charger puts out 15v at 2A to run the
computer or charge the batteries.

Beginning this edition of the
Banner, we welcome
Dan – KB6NU’s column!
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Dan - KB6NU's
Column for October 2012
25, 50, and 75 Years Ago in QST (October 2012)
By Dan Romanchik, KB6NU
QST publishes a column every month towards the back of the magazine that
highlights from issues 25, 50, and 75 years ago. Now that the QST archive is
online, it’s really worth taking a look at these articles. Here are a few that
caught my eye in October:
October 1937
* Modernizing the Simple Regenerative Receiver
(http://p1k.arrl.org/pubs_archive/19076) by Vernon Chambers, W1JEQ.
This a nicely-designed and built regen using two tubes, a 6K5 pentode and
6C5 triode. I’m going to keep this design in mind if I ever get around to
playing with all the tubes I have. As an aside, I searched on W1JEQ's
callsign and found out that he wrote 87 articles for QST from 1936 through
February 1958. This was his third article.
* Concentrated Directional Antennas for Transmission and Reception
(http://p1k.arrl.org/pubs_archive/19078) by John L. Reinartz, W1QP, and
Burton T. Simpson, W8CPC. This article describes two different antennas.
The first is a half-wave loop antenna that the author says works on 2-1/2, 5,
10, and 20m. The second is a square loop antenna called a “signal squirter”
for 14 Mc.
October 1962
* In “New Apparatus” (http://p1k.arrl.org/pubs_archive/46246) on page 27,
a key made by J. A. Hills, W8FYO, of Dayton, OH is shown under the
heading, “New Key Mechanism for Electronic Keyers.” The photo clearly
shows a key whose design was adopted by Bencher for the BY-1 paddle.
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* The Towering Problem (http://p1k.arrl.org/pubs_archive/46122) by Jay
Kay Klein, WA2LII clearly shows that putting up towers have always been a
problem for amateur radio operators. This is a humorous take on the
problem. What’s notable is that this type of humorous article almost never
appears in QST anymore. Amateur radio seems to have lost its sense of
humor, or at least its cadre of humorous writers.
October 1987
* Stalking Those Fugitive Components
(http://p1k.arrl.org/pubs_archive/81357) by Doug DeMaw, W1FB. Today,
we often complain about the demise of local parts suppliers, but this article
shows that this was a problem 25 years ago as well. W1FB gives some
advice that I gave not long ago on my blog. That is, stock up on parts,
especially when you find a good deal on them, and you won’t have to
scrounge around for them when you want them.
Digitizing all of the back issues of QST and putting them online is one of the
things that the ARRL has done right. This is a wonderful resource for
members. If you have a favorite QST article I'd love to hear about it. Please
send me the title and the month it was published. My e-mail address is
cwgeek@kb6nu.com. Thanks & 73.
----------------------------------------------------------When not perusing old issues of QST, Dan is the station manager for
WA2HOM, the amateur radio station at Ann Arbor's Hands-On Museum. He
also writes amateur radio license study guides. In fact, by the time you read
this, the No-Nonsense Extra Class Study Guide should be available on
Amazon. Just search for "KB6NU."
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Low Cost Horn Antennas for 23 cm EME
By...Thomas Henderson, WD5AGO

“What is the best antenna for EME?” is an online topic that crops up from time to time. “Lowest
cost”, was added to another posting. The band of interest is 23 cm. Looking at the station log
sheets, the most commonly used antenna for this band is the parabolic reflector (dish) followed
by the yagi. Common is not quite accurate as out of the hundreds of earth-moon-earth (EME)
contacts on this band only a couple were made with yagi stations. The only other antenna
tested for 23 cm EME, in the receive mode only, was a mid size 15 dBi horn. It appears then the
dish wins out and with a high efficiency feedhorn it is tough to beat. So which is the easiest,
lowest cost antenna to construct? Value analysis of each the antennas noted above was made. A
starting point would be to determine the antenna gain needed to make EME contacts. Over fifty
23 cm EME stations have excess gain and power levels to communicate with low power stations.
This includes the small, commonly used 3 m dish. Over a dozen of those high gain/power
stations will have over 10 dB gain to spare when communicating with the 3 m dish. This would
place a minimum receiving antenna gain targeted around 20 dBi. At this gain level, reception of
larger EME stations should be possible and with 250 W or more of power, contacts could also be
made. For a 20 dBi gain antenna to have a higher EME success rate though, the ability to use
circular polarization would be desirable. Communication from linear to circular polarized
antennas encounters a loss of about 3 dB which cuts into our margin of success.
The prime focus dish is well understood. With advancements in feedhorn designs, efficiencies up
to 67% are possible with antenna temperatures (Ta) in the range of 30°K as calculated and
measured on a 20λ diameter dish(1). With a dish diameter of 10λ (about 2.4 m on the 23 cm
band), gain is approximately 28 dBi. At a diameter of 1m, the dish offers about 20 dBi of gain
which is the planned target. As the dish’s diameter is reduced though, Ta will rise due to a
higher percentage of feedhorn blockages. Building and mounting the dish is where the labor and
cost come into play. Despite the added mechanical construction, if a small used dish is available,
then the dish is the value winner. Yagis were also analyzed. The antenna temperature for the
yagi was much higher than other antennas tested, but its lightweight and portability has
advantages. Student’s success was noted in building 70 cm yagi’s for the EME test with Arecibo
last year. A 23 cm test yagi was built but it was determined that this was not the way to go for
the beginning builder. Construction and tuning yagis on 70 cm is far easier than 23 cm. Besides,
one criterion is for the antenna to be converted easily to circular polarization with low losses
which is where the yagi falls short at higher frequencies. The horn is one of the oldest antenna
designs to choose from. The horn antenna is known for having a low noise temperature but
lower efficiency for its size and material usage as compared to a properly illuminated dish. A
look at optimum gain charts for a 20 dBi horn illustrates a horn size of 4 feet long and an
aperture of approximately 3 feet square. This gain is assuming 50% efficiency. Noting this is
about the same gain per aperture size as a 1m dish although more surface material is needed for
a horn. After further research, it was decided to build and analyze two large horn antennas.
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The first horn was constructed by students with design goals of simplicity
and low cost construction. To keep the horn simple, linear polarization was
utilized therefore allowing nearly any horn shape to be used. After
evaluating the horn length versus construction techniques of round, square,
and rectangle waveguide sizes, the rectangular horn was favored. This is also
known as a pyramidal horn. A set of dimensions for an optimized 20 dBi
gain horn were given(2)(3). Suitable material ideas to be used for the horn
ranged from plywood coated with a conductive paint to galvanized hardware
cloth (cage mesh wire). The lowest cost and easiest approach though was to
use a single 48 in * 96 in sheet of foam siding-insulation backed with
aluminum film. The sheet cost under $15. The original horn aperture
dimensions were adjusted in order to cut four complete patterns from the
single sheet. The new dimensions (Fig. 1 – 2 shown in inches and (mm))
should produce a gain of about 20 dBi. A $10 roll of aluminum tape from
the same home improvement store was used to hold the seams together with
the aluminum film placed on the inside of the horn (Fig. 3). Duct tape was
used to reinforce the outside edges (Fig. 4). The project took less than one
hour to complete.
Fig 1 -2
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fig 3

fig 4

fig 5
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The second horn antenna design goal was to use circular polarization (CP).
A horn with symmetry is needed. Round and square horn proto types were
constructed. There are round, dual mode horn designs which have very low
antenna temperatures. After constructing round proto types, noting once
above an aperture size of 20 inches, a larger square horn was easier to
construct. In an effort to test and analyze antenna temperature, the square CP
horn was made slightly longer than the standard optimized sized pyramidal
horn. The horn input is 6 x 6 inches to match the CP section. Some gain is
added by using a longer horn with the same aperture so the aperture was
reduced to 32 inches. This horn also has approximately 20 dBi of gain. The
large CP horn was designed to be used more as a test instrument using
welded and bolted joints built from 64 and 125 mil, 6061-T6 aluminum.
With a square septum CP waveguide section bolted to the input the total
weight is 55 lbs (Fig. 5). It would take two sheets of aluminum/foam
insulation to build this horn. Figure 6 is the horn dimensions in inches and
mm.
Transition Construction: The 6.5 * 3.25 inch waveguide input was chosen as
it is a standard waveguide size number, WR-650. Trying to find this
waveguide size though may be a problem. Several different rectangular coax
to waveguide transition sections were built to feed the horn (Fig. 7). The first
waveguide transition built used a 7 inch wide by 20 mil thick aluminum
folded into an open box (Fig 7-A). The 7 inch long transition measured the
poorest return loss of the lengths tested for WR-650.
Fig 6
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Several probe positions and lengths were tested. It was determined that a longer waveguide
section should offer greater performance. Using some ¼ inch hardware cloth (Fig 7-B) we
formed a new transition which measured a lower return loss. The small holes in the hardware
cloth do not hinder the waveguides operation as they are smaller than 1/10th the operating
wavelength. A fun experiment with the hardware cloth waveguide is to move the location of the
coax coupling probe and note the changes in return loss. Highest performance was observed
with probe placements from 2 to 2.7 inches away from the closed section of the waveguide
using a probe 2 inches long. About 1 inch of the hardware cloth waveguide was used to fold and
tape down to the inside of the horn. Total cost for the waveguide transition was under $15
including the N connector and #12 wire probe. One advantage of the low cost horn antenna
project was that it is light, weighing in at only 5 lbs; but the antenna becomes a kite on windy
days. The hardware cloth flexed too much. A third waveguide transition was made which would
have more strength. Waveguide (Fig. 7-C) was made by wielded and bolting aluminum together
which provided a mechanically stable transition. This coax to waveguide transition was made 18
inches long to test effects on return loss as compared to the shorter transition sections. With
the waveguide open, the best return loss (-30 dB) was with the probe 2.5 inches from the back.
With the waveguide connected to the pyramidal horn, the best return loss favored the probe to
be 2 inches from the back (went from -17 to -25 dB). A plate with holes tapped allowed the
probe to be moved in ½ inch steps. Probe length should start at 2.2 inches and trim down to
about 2.1 inches as measured from the inside waveguide wall (Fig. 8). A larger diameter probe
may offer broader bandwidth were a smaller diameter may offer lower return losses at a given
frequency. AWG #12 to 1/8 in brass will work fine. The CP, 12, and 18 inch transitions performed
satisfactory with the winner going to the 18 inch transition. Graph 1 illustrates a swept
frequency response of the coax transitions from 1.2 – 1.4 GHz. A linear 15dBi horn was also built
based on the W2IMU notes, except a common 6 x 3 inch OD 6063 aluminum (5.625 x 2.625 ID)
stock was used for the transition. Cut to 6 inches long and a probe placed 2 inched from the
back at 1.8 inches long, the measured return loss was 26 dB (append 1).
Fig 7
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There are several methods to obtain circular polarity for EME. Assuming receiving and
transmitting is desired, transmitting is right hand circular when the wave leaves the antenna and
receiving is left hand circular. There are commercially available square septum polarizer’s which
can be used for the transition section for the horn. Another alternative, with slightly higher
insertion losses is to use a 90 degree hybrid combiner as in figure 9. Note if a coaxial port on a
commercial CP section used for EME is marked as TX or RX then these ports are normally
designated for usage in a parabolic reflector. When a dish is using the CP feedhorn CP changes
therefore TX is actually connected to the Left Hand port. The ports will reverse in CP usage as a
horn antenna is used for EME. Of course for the linear polarized horn it is just plug-and-play.
Fig 9 Table 1
Long CP
Standard
Horn Antenna
Linear
Gain
20.0 dBi
20.0 dBi
Calculated
Gain
19.8 dBi
19.3 dBi
Measured
Beam width
16.5°
16.5°
Calculated
Sun Noise
5.8 dB
5.0 dB
Calculated
Sun Noise
5.0 dB
4.0 dB
Measured
CS/G
10 dB
9.2 dB
Measured
CS/50Ω
9.9 dB
9.9 dB
Ta
11.0°K
16.0°K
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Results: Both horns were tested over a two month period (Fig. 10). Sun noise and cold sky to
ground (CS/G) measured results were close to calculated for each horn shown in table 1.
Measurements varied over the testing period by +/- 0.2 dB. The low cost linear horn did average
about 0.5 dB less gain than the CP horn but both horns were successful in receiving EME signals.
The smallest CW station detected was using a 5 m dish and 500 watts. During the 432 MHz and
Above EME Newsletters 23 cm SSB contest, several stations were received on SSB (Fig. 11).
Figure 12 is SM4IVE’s CW signal received on the linear horn. Both of these signals were heard
after down conversion on an IC-706 and SDR-IQ receiver. The CP horn was 2 to 4 dB better on
receive which should be expected with transmitting stations using CP. The LNA designed and
used measures 14°K (0.2 dB n/f) at 40 dB gain. The measured Ta is 16°K for the linear horn and
11°K for the CP horn(4). The VK3UM system calculator is a valuable tool in comparing measured
and calculated results. These horns were also compared to a low noise, round, dual mode horn
which measured approximately 8°K Ta(5). For a club or student organization, the linear, less than
$50, horn antenna should offer plenty of 23cm EME and radio astronomy signals to be received.
All that is needed is a low noise amplifier and receiver. If EME communications are desired,
adding circular polarization to a square or round horn should help reduce the power needed to be
successful. Shown in figure 13 is our CP set-up for several completed random CW EME contacts
during the month of April. Stations worked included K1RQG (559), G4CCH (339), LX1DB
(559) and SM4IVE (339). Another 10 stations were copied and called. The system was as noted
above with a 300W solid state power amplifier at the horn. I want to thank Justin Owen, KF5JBE,
who helped with the linear horn antenna construction which was under $30 and Joe, K1RQG
(SK) with the on air testing. As illustrated in this paper the total cost including the CP transition
section for the aluminum horn antenna was under $200. This amount could be reduced by using
the construction methods as described for the linear horn antenna.
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Appendances: Optimum 15 dBi pyramidal standard gain horn using smaller rectangular
(2.6 x 5.6) waveguide, which cutoff is around 1.1 GHz (TE10). 6061 Al all wielded
construction. This waveguide size (6 inches long) as shown above provided one of the
better broad band return loss of the transitions tested. This illustrates that a variety of
waveguide sizes from 5.6 to 8 inches wide can be tuned to work all measured better than
-18 dB return loss.
References:
1. T. Henderson and P. Wade, “High Efficiency Feedhorns in Low f/D Parabolic
Reflectors,” 40th CSVHFS Proceedings, 2006, ARRL
2. J. Kraus and R. Marhefka, Antennas, Third Edition, McGraw-Hill, 2002, pp. 330-338
3. D. Turrin, “Horn Antenna for EME”, Technical Report #4, Crawford Hill VHF Club,
1969, also reprinted in the proceedings of Microwave Update 1999.
4. D. McArthur, VK3UM EME Calculator, www.vk3um.com
5. S. Skobelev, Optimum Geometry and Performance of a Dual-Mode Horn
Modification,” IEEE Antennas and Propagation, February 2001, pp. 90-93

Interested in Wayne Green’s 73 Magazine?
Past issues and downloads:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/73Magazine/files/
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The 4 State QRP Group held its first QRP Sprint on Oct. 6th, with “4” being
prominent, the 4x4 QRP Sprint has attracted more interest than first thought.
Right in the middle of the California QSO Party weekend, the beginning QRP
Sprint had a real place on the air. Many contacts were not submitted in the logging
from non-members, but they sure gave us more points, anyway!
This year we handed out a plaque for Top Score Station and certificates to the 1 st,
2nd, and 3rd place stations.
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4x4 QRP Sprint logs submitted:
KB4QQJ........672
WAØITP........656
W4RK............652
NE5DL..........536
KR9Z.............516
WØEA...........504
K5EST...........496
WØCH...........160
KG3W............156
W1PNS...........148
WR9H...............88
NQ2W..............52

These are the stations that have made recorded history and
next year’s 4x4 QRP Sprint is already in the planning.

Look for more points if you cannot go portable
Look for extra points if you include QSO Party contacts.
Look for higher power for phone contacts.
Thank you everyone for all the help and ideas!

A special thanks to our sponsors,
Jerry – W5JH – Top Score Station trophy
Steve – WB4OMM – 1,2,3 place certificates
The 4SQRP 4x4 QRP Sprint is the brain child of Terry – WAØITP and a tremendous
amount of help from many on the 4SQRP email reflector. With the help of Terry and
Dave – K5DCM (our webmaster) the forms and webpage updates were almost instant.
Great Job, guys!........de Walter – K5EST – QRP Sprint Coordinator

See you all next year, 1st Saturday in October 2013
.....Oct 5th !!!
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Share the knowledge and help promote QRP by sending
your Articles msWord or compatible, help hints, radio
mods, antennas, portable operations, mobile
installations, pedestrian mobile, radio reviews, and any
non-commercial QRP interest? You do not have to have
a complete article, just give me an idea, pictures, etc,
and you get published! Email the “Banner” at
ozarkqrpbanner@gmail.com

Ozark QRP

BANNER

is a monthly publication

of the Four State QRP Group and OzarkCon. www.4sqrp.com
Editor: Walter Dufrain – K5EST
- Deadline for publications copy is the end of each month For news, articles, inquiries for the Banner: ozarkqrpbanner@gmail.com
Copyright 2012 and all rights reserved – this November 2012 edition of
the Banner. The articles are the property of the writers which have
shared their time and effort to help promote the enjoyment of Ham
Radio and/or QRP. Links or references to individuals or companies or
vendors do not constitute an endorsement of any product or service you
may receive from such sources. Websites and contents used by the
author’s permission.
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